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I. Introduction.  
 

There is a clear opportunity for pharma companies to lever social media 

marketing & rapidly gain market share...Future mega-blockbuster successes 

will be the domain of companies that have taken this HUGE advantage over 

the competition... 

 

In the 1990s, social media was yet to evolve. User generated content was 

mainly relegated to forum posts...Some websites allowed free content 

hosting (remember GeoCities.com?), but micro blogs, social bookmarks, & 

embedded video were still in the offing... 

Consumer behavior 

& interaction was 

measured by what 

your basic stats 

said about your 

site (visitors, time 

on site, browsers) 

vs. what the 

dialogue about 

your brand, 

products, or 

company (or your 

competitors') was 

elsewhere on the 

web...   

Since then, the social media space has expanded geometrically...Social 

media has become an extremely important tool in listening & learning about  

consumers, market perceptions, & most importantly, the MASSIVE new 

opportunities this space can yield. 

So, the big question is "How...How should pharma companies start to 

wrestle with figuring out the best way to engage their audiences?" 

Let's explore possible strategies for leveraging the new Web2.0 

technologies... 

 

Figure 1.1: The social media space represents an opportunity 

to build brands & increase market share for smart pharma 

companies. 
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II. The Social Media Landscape. 
 

Social media is a broad categorical name for the latest Web2.0 interactive 

websites & services. The key differentiator of social media vs. the previous 

generation of sites is that people are now much more involved in generating 

their own content.  User generated content is content that site visitors build 

or post themselves, usually on sites they do not own. It's now collaborative 

participation that's key to social media growth. 

********************** 

Modern data compression technologies have yielded massive 

drops in the prices of data storage...this drop has created an 

entire new universe of Web 2.0 business models. Models that 

allow the site users' to contribute to the sites they frequent... 

********************** 

Major companies can now engage their audiences directly & listen intently by 

combining new methods & strategies in order to get a leg up on the 

competition.  

 

Right now, social media for pharma 

companies is in kind of a "land grab" or 

more accurately, "strategy grab," phase.  

The companies that can lever the power 

of these tools the correctly will rapidly 

gain market share as they discover how 

valuable the information can be. 

 

 

 

 

The pharma companies that 
engage the right way will be the 
market leaders in the future. The 
opportunities in social media are 
truly massive... 
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Social Media Categories: 

 

Social media is fairly new & there are many crossover & "mashup" sites. It 

can be difficult to organize them into categories- Web2.0 is inherently about 

combinations. Many social media sites may fit into multiple categories, so 

here they are based upon big concepts: 

 

A. Video Sharing & Podcasting. 

One of the biggest forms of social media is shared video hosting.  YoutubeTM 

(Figure 2.2), which was acquired by GoogleTM in 2006, is the biggest video 

hosting site online.  It gets millions of viewers every month.  The genius in 

YoutubeTM lies in its simplicity: simple layout, fast uploading, & it's easy for 

users share & comment on videos.  

Figure 2.1: Different pharma websites by traffic (Note: Many companies have separate 

brand based websites too.) 
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YoutubeTM has many other powerful features. Savvy users can use it for data 

mining, competitive research intelligence, & much more... 

 

YoutubeTM & similar video hosting 

services like Metacafe.com, 

Vimeo.com, & Dailymotion.com 

have proved to be popular with 

younger web surfers...People can 

record their own videos as self 

contained communication 

mediums & record video replies to 

other people.  

 

And then there is "podcasting" 

from the world of Apple's IpodTM. 

Since prices of audio storage have 

plummeted, this entire new mini-

industry of podcasting has taken 

off...Apple'sTM success with the IpodTM has allowed audio content to be "time 

shifted" into the future.  There are myriad 

podcasting directories online & an entire podcast 

channel in ItunesTM (Figure 2.3) where web surfers 

can download hundreds of podcasts for free. 

 

B. Social Bookmarking. 

In recent years a new media channel has taken hold- 

social news, also known as social bookmarking.  

Sites like Digg.com, Delicious.com, Reddit.com, & 

Stumbleupon.com allow web surfers to bookmark or 

submit news items to share with the world...There 

are vast differences in the services, sites, & audiences...but overall, the 

value lies in that the stories are user submitted & then voted on by other 

people. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: YouTubeTM gets millions of web 

site visitors a month & is a cornerstone of 

video social media. 

Figure 2.3: Podcasting 

is another way to 

generate & download 

content. 
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********************** 

For website owners, getting a story or content piece that 

becomes hot on one of these services can mean a HUGE influx of 

traffic. 

********************** 

Social news really is a new phenomenon...now people can create & vote on 

their own news. Social news has helped level the playing field for small 

online publishers or companies that want to spread high quality news 

quickly. 

As you can imagine, there are a million different potential uses for these 

services. And crafty marketers can use them to their advantage in almost 

infinite ways. 

C. Social Networks & Communities. 

Social networking sites, AKA "online communities", have evolved quickly in 

recent years. There are now hundreds (probably thousands) of social 

networks online. They serve a variety of different markets, interests, 

demographics & locations. And the culture of the networks vary wildly... 

Social networking seems to have great utility in "buzz building" because the 

ease of which things spread through the networks. These types of sites 

incorporate viral features imbedded directly in their layouts which cause 

things to spread rapidly.  And some of the services, like MyspaceTM, have at 

least tolerated brand or product based profiles which some marketers have 

used profitably... 

One of the bigger social networks, FacebookTM, has really taken off in traffic  

& some marketers are reporting good results running social media 

campaigns on FacebookTM... 

And the 3D Second LifeTM is also worth mentioning in passing as it may 

model the future of online communities...As technology continues to 

advance, 3D virtual worlds like Second Life may yield yet unseen 

opportunities for marketers. 
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Social networks can be 

powerful marketing channels. 

But, many questions need to 

be resolved before targeting a 

specific network with a 

campaign (Figure 2.4). 

Remember, communities are 

exactly that- communities of 

people...they need to be 

approached the right way by 

marketers in order to get the 

maximum utility out of them 

while not over-offending the 

residents... 

D. Blogging & RSS 

Technologies. 

The word "blog" is short for 

"weblog"...The blogging revolution has really taken over the modern web in 

recent years. The keys to the spread of this revolution are two fold...1)Blog 

software is now incredibly easy to use. This allows people who don't know, 

or don't want to learn, HTML or PHP to publish on the web very 

easily...sometimes for free if they use a service like Blogger.com...Though, 

WordpressTM seems to emerging as the dominant blogging platform due to 

its open source framework & how easy it is to install. 2)The blogging 

community has also become a prominent force as well - as a result, bloggers 

can easily cross publish, comment, & link to other bloggers they like - they 

are all part of a club (Figure 2.5).  

Figure 2.4: Before targeting a certain social 

network, you need to answer at least 4 

different questions. 
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The interactivity is what makes blogs so well suited to a social media 

world....There are a million different facets to blogging: for example, 

commenting sites like Disqus.com have become very powerful methods of 

driving website traffic & allowing 

web surfers to add content to the 

blogs they frequent. And 

companies can participate in the 

dialogue through commenting on 

relevant posts in their markets. 

One of the more interesting 

Web2.0 blogging platforms is 

TumblrTM – TumblrTM is 100% free, 

offers an incredibly easy to use 

interface & integrates very well 

with other social media platforms. 

Setting up an account on TumblrTM 

takes mere seconds...They seem 

Figure 2.5: Blogging platforms have gotten easier to use & the blogging 

community has grown rapidly too. 

Figure 2.6: TumblrTM has been growing in 

traffic as an extremely easy to use 

blogging platform for social media. 
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to have done their homework making the blogging experience as easy as 

possible (and rapidly building themselves a business in the process)...and, 

unlike other services like TwitterTM (discussed below), TumblrTM offers its 

users enough space to post videos, images, & other pieces of multimedia 

content.   

Bloggers have also been empowered by the rising use of 

RSS. RSS. stands for "really simple syndication." You 

probably have seen the orange RSS symbols (Figure 

2.7) around the web which generally link to a site's 

feed. 

People subscribe to RSS feeds to keep up with the latest 

posts from their favorite bloggers.  

RSS technology has been around for a LONG time & 

there are other sites, besides blogs, that offer RSS feeds 

too....But RSS seems to have found its home with the 

blogging community. 

1. Microblogs:  

In the past year or so, 

microblogging has 

generated a lot of 

buzz...Twitter has become 

the dominant microblogging 

platform - millions of people 

update what they are doing 

on a minute by minute 

basis. TwitterTM resembles a 

form of online text 

messaging...almost like an 

advanced form of AOLTM 

instant messenger, except 

with many more advanced 

social interaction features. 

TwitterTM allows people to 

"follow" others & build 

followers of their own. And 

Figure 2.7:  

RSS 

technology. 

 

Figure 2.8: TwitterTM has become so popular 

that users occasionally experience a "Whale 

Fail" when trying to post...This comically named 

screen is a good indicator of the TwitterTM 

community's often congenial style. 
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people with big followings can reach thousands of people with just a few 

taps of the keyboard.  

TwitterTM is considered by many to be the new generation of media due its 

real time news nature & when stories are "retweeted," they can go viral in a 

matter of hours.  

Like many services that have gotten popular, TwitterTM seems to have 

started off with the tech crowd & expanded from there. TwitterTM is big in the 

independent music & blogging community with many bloggers integrating 

their blogs & TwitterTM accounts for maximum content reach & networking.    

TwitterTM limits the posting size to a mere 140 characters. This is great for 

brevity's sake, but this limited space makes it difficult to transmit more in 

depth messages. 

As of this writing, Twitter is free. However, there are rumors that FacebookTM 

(and probably others) will implement similar features to TwitterTM in order to 

defend its position as a big traffic generator.   

2. Videoblogging: 

Some would be bloggers have chosen to take a slightly different route to 

communicate with their audiences. Videobloggers (or VLoggers) use videos 

as their primary content medium. While straight video blogging has yet to 

catch on in a big way, many bloggers find that embedding Youtube videos in 

their blogs can enhance the multimedia value of their content immensely... 

And if the content is good, video distribution can be a massive win for video 

producers as well. A video can spread quickly through the web once a single 

influential blogger stumbles upon it (Figure 2.9). 
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This is a classic example of 

"viral" marketing, which 

many of the social media 

sites are perfectly built for. 

The embedding of video 

seems to have originated 

with YoutubeTM, but other 

big online media properties 

have caught on fast. One 

example is Yahoo!'sTM Tech 

Ticker, a finance blog & 

video which also allows its 

video content to be 

distributed & embedded by 

bloggers (Figure 2.10). 

Figure 2.9: Once a hot video hits the blogosphere, it can rapidly spread because of the 

community effects of blogging. Bloggers monitor each others' blogs constantly hunting 

for the latest content...smart marketers use this to their advantage.  

 

Figure 2.10: Other Big media properties have 

quickly incorporated many social media 

features to get their content distributed too. 
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Video may prove to be  another powerful tool in the blogger's toolbox rather 

than as a standalone medium.  

3. Press Releases & Bloggers: 

One of the great things about social media marketing is that you can now 

directly reach consumers by press releases. And when a press release hits 

the right chord with bloggers in your marketplace, it can compound the 

effects exponentially. 

Here's how it works. You put out a press release about a new brand you are 

launching, and you stuff the press release with relevant keywords. The 

release gets picked up by GoogleTM news, Yahoo! TM & the other major media 

outlets. Now, here's where it gets interesting. First, bloggers & reporters 

repost the news on their blogs which exposes your press release to entire 

new audiences. This is because many of the press release services have RSS 

feeds & tagging features that notify bloggers & reporters who have 

subscribed to the feeds for particular subjects. Speaking from experience, 

many bloggers seem to be "content starved" & take great pride in being the 

first one to expose an interesting piece of content to their audience. That is, 

as long as it's interesting & not a direct product pitch.  

Next, the links in the press release help increase your site's rankings in the 

search engine for your keyword phrases. Finally, as people find the press 

release in the news engines, they are exposed to your message & may visit 

your site from the press release directly (Figure 2.11).   
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Furthermore, sophisticated marketers combine the power of press releases 

with YoutubeTM videos, TwitterTM, & a host of other social media tactics to 

create a giant "viral mess" of traffic & brand enhancement. 

Powerful stuff indeed. Imagine how much exposure you could get from 

multiple press releases for multiple brands through multiple social media 

channels. The numbers become mindboggling pretty quick. 

As you see from just this small overview, blogging has changed the online 

world & the nuances are still evolving...This is definitely an exciting area for 

marketers to explore.  

 

 

Figure 2.11: Press releases that strike a chord with bloggers & reporters can bring 

in a flood of traffic. 
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E. Content Hosting. 

Social media has taken free content 

hosting to another level.   As 

mentioned above, YoutubeTM hosts 

user submitted videos, but there 

are many other services that host 

other types of content. For 

instance, Flickr.com & 

Photobucket.com have grown 

rapidly as image hosting services.   

PhotobucketTM is a particularly 

interesting example of social media 

that fueled a lot of its growth from 

a social network: MyspaceTM. 

MyspaceTM users wanted a way to 

upload large pictures so they used PhotobucketTM to host them remotely. As 

more MyspaceTM users stumbled over PhotobucketTM images, the service 

spread virally. MyspaceTM has 

a lot of viral components itself 

which grew its traffic & 

PhotobucketTM benefited by 

growing right along side 

MyspaceTM. PhotobucketTM is 

an example of a service that 

piggybacked on the growth of 

another property to spread 

itself (Figure 2.12).  

There is another new type of 

content hosting that appears 

to have gotten some traction 

in recent years- regular 

hosting of text based files for 

business purposes... 

Sites like Docstoc.com, 

Figure 2.12: Photobucket "caught a 

ride" on the increasing popularity of 

Myspace to grow itself. 

 

Figure 2.13: The business community has started 

to use ScribdTM & other similar services to embed 

interesting text based content in their blogs. 
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Scribd.com, & Slideshare.net have taken their places online as places to host 

PDFs, slides, presentations, & other types of business text related 

content...Many incorporate social media features...including the ability to 

embed content in a blog(Figure 2.13), much like YoutubeTM videos (as 

discussed above). 

Even GmailTM (Figure 2.14) with its seemingly never ending email storage 

capacity & easy friend invites could be considered Web2.0. The beauty of 

GmailTM is that by giving away so much space, it set grass roots marketing 

gears in motion. As 

soon as word spread 

about how much space 

you could get for free, 

GoogleTM was able to 

rapidly create a popular 

email service.  This 

gave GoogleTM yet 

another content source 

where it could run its 

ads. This is some smart 

strategic thinking on 

Google'sTM part. 

Furthermore, GoogleTM 

didn't get to be such a 

big force online by being complacent. GoogleTM must surely understand the 

power of social media to potentially nip away at its business. If a large 

portion of its traffic starts slipping away from GoogleTM due to an increased 

amount of people spending time on social media sites, its advertising 

revenues could evaporate rapidly.  Like all big companies who want to 

defend their positions, GoogleTM has taken steps to insure that it's part of 

the social media picture by hedging its bets (Figure 2.15). 

 

Figure 2.14: Big companies like Google 

are adding social media features to 

their services. 
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F. Advanced Feedback Integration. 

Finally, there are traditional online retailers that have embraced the power 

of user generated feedback...A lot of these companies, like Amazon.com 

(Figure 2.16), were born during the dotcom heyday. But, these survivors 

have implemented many social media features that allow users to generate 

their own content. 

Things like 

favorite lists, 

commenting, 

tagging, & 

discussion 

forums allow 

users to add 

content to a 

site, which in 

turn attract 

more visitors 

as the user 

generated content is indexed by search engines. 

This viral process, when it actually happens, can turn even the dullest of 

sites into real traffic generating machines. 

Figure 2.15: GoogleTM has also released Google buzz which 

integrates many different social media features.  

 

Figure 2.16: As big "dotcom" era companies like Amazon.com have 

aged, they've implemented more & more social media features to 

grow their traffic & increase the "stickiness" of their sites. 
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III. Audience Targeting. 

Now that you've learned about some of the social media categories, the 

issue quickly becomes "How can pharma companies leverage them for 

maximum marketing benefit?" 

Well, that really depends on what your objectives are on a project by project 

basis...social media really can be used in a million different ways, with new 

regulations & methods of leveraging the technologies evolving all the time... 

A big payoff in social media comes in the targeting options. For most 

projects, you'll want to make sure that either: 1) The right AUDIENCE will 

hear your message or 2)You will at least be 

able to listen to the DIALOGUE of the 

audience so that you can target them 

precisely online, offline, or in combination. 

********************** 

You have to have a clear reason why 

you want to engage in social media, 

you have to map out your objectives &, 

you have to work together with the key 

opinion leaders of your market. 

********************** 

Social media can be effective at achieving 

these goals once the strategy is set correctly. 

The great thing about the sheer number of social media sites is that they 

allows marketers to slice & dice their efforts to target the EXACT audience 

they want to either reach or monitor. There are a multitude of different 

factors to consider when choosing a channel...They include: website 

demographics, psychographics, traffic volume, site "culture", site access 

(e.g. Mobile), geography, seasonality, trends, & many others (Figure 3.2). 

 

Figure 3.1: The 

numerous social 

media channels make 

it easy to target your 

EXACT audience. 
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Careful selection of particular social media channels is one of the keys to 

maximizing the likely chances of project success.  

Figure 3.2: There are dozens of factors which influence what type of audience a 

social media channel attracts. This is great for marketers as it allows almost 

unlimited audience targeting options. 
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IV. Pharma Social Media Strategies & Multi-dimensional 

Pay Offs. 

Social media has a lot of potentially great applications for the pharma 

industry. It has become more & more apparent that consumer dialogue is 

important for all companies...for a variety of reasons. Social media brings 

with it a special set of problems & opportunities...There are several 

strategies that pharma companies can capitalize on in the social media space 

to increase market share, build brand awareness, & do in depth market 

research.   

Social media can help pharma companies achieve their goals & objectives. 

The companies that clue into the mega growth opportunities that social 

media represents will undoubtedly experience continually high quality 

expansion of their products & market share growth. Only the firms that keep 

up with the technology & regulations will get blockbuster results.... 

 

Figure 3.3: Social media sites' traffic varies widely. Some channels 

reach more than 100 Million people a month! 
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A. Listening Posts. 

One of the biggest benefits of social media is the chance to actually listen to 

your target market...To listen & learn...This can be accomplished using a 

variety of methods...The main corporate site can be used as a listening post, 

a presence for a specific product can be created & marketed just to gather 

market intelligence, & there are myriad data mining tools that can be used 

to do competitive analysis & 

watch trends elsewhere on 

the web.  

For example, you can use 

listening posts to discern 

unmet needs & to determine 

what words are emerging as 

part of the consumer lexicon. 

Text mining tools can 

indicate the change in a 

market's perceptions & they 

can help identify new 

opportunities using some 

fairly simple calculations. 

The vocabulary being used 

can yield interesting signals 

as to the intent of the market & it can serve as guidance as to future 

opportunities on the horizon. 

Social media can help you get closer to a fundamental understanding of your 

target market & the marketing opportunities as they arise. And once you 

have a clear understanding, you can engage the audience on whatever 

terms & through whatever channels you'd like. 

If you know what you are doing, it's pretty easy to get a real advantage over 

your competition....to discern information that the competition will never 

discover due to sheer lack of knowledge of either the strategies or the tools 

available. This information can be extremely invaluable in discovering 

market trends before the competition does. Whoever gleans the compelling 

insights as to their markets, brands, & companies will be the market share 

winners in the future. 

Figure 4.1: Smart use of social media "listening 

posts" can yield tremendous competitive 

advantages in a variety of ways. 
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B. Social Media As A Publicity Outlet. 

Some advanced marketers have discovered another area: how to use social 

media as a direct publicity outlet...They use the different social media 

channels to transmit knowledge directly. The trick is in participating in the 

dialogue correctly while staying within the regulations...producing or at least 

monitoring high quality relevant content that people will independently want 

to pass on to others.  The key to everything may be to reach more 

consumers through reputation management, marketing indirectly, or 

branding a product to maintain or build its market share. 

********************** 

Gone are the days of exclusively one way communication...but 

that spells massive opportunity for the companies that have 

clued into how to use this space the right way. 

********************** 

Keep in mind that social media 

interaction is usually heavily 

influenced by key opinion leaders 

who are found on most social 

media sites. These key individuals 

can act as powerful change 

agents...Participating in the online 

discussion with these thought 

leaders can yield major results in 

discovering what the market wants 

from your company & what the 

feedback you are receiving really 

means. 

Content can be used to brand a 

product during the crucial stages of its initial release & manage the brand 

power as the market grows.  

When leveraged the correctly, social media can be considered a type of mass 

market sales force that doesn't sell. Even better, when positive viral effects 

take over, this sales force grows itself naturally & it can work extremely well.  

It's learning to participate the right way that needs to be resolved... Pharma 

Figure 4.2: The vast reach of social 

media can be used as a powerful direct 

publicity outlet. 
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companies should decide how they want to have a dialogue, who they want 

to have a dialogue with, & how they want to listen in order to benefit & gain 

exposure going forward. 

However, another fundamental issue to keep in mind is that audiences 

attracted to social media sites can be a skeptical group to begin with & 

"astroturfing" is often frowned up & can backfire on the marketer. It's key to 

build trust with an audience before attempting to market directly, if at all...  

This is good news...For creative marketers who understand the rules of 

social media, it means far less competition. The key may lie in transmitting 

knowledge that has almost little direct sales content in it...the benefits here 

may lie in the opportunity to provide relevant information directly or possibly 

in brand enhancement. Pharma companies that realize the enormous power 

of enhancing their brand through the production of high quality social media 

content can benefit massively when done right.  

For a direct publicity strategy, the key may lie in striking the right balance 

between the marketing message, producing useful content & possibly letting 

others generate the feedback themselves... 

C. Social Media As An Integrated Strategy. 

As hinted to above, social 

media, for some pharma 

companies, may have the 

most power applications 

through the use of an 

integrated strategy. 

DTC TV marketing, 

branding campaigns, & 

other types of traditional 

marketing can enhance a 

social media campaign 

(and vice versa) in more 

ways than could possibly 

be implemented in a 

lifetime (Figure 4.3). The 

opportunities to use social 

Figure 4.3: Social media can compliment & enhance 

other marketing efforts by forming a continual 

information loop. 
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media for cross promotion of products & brands also may be promising 

too. 

And, as you may have noticed throughout this whitepaper, many of the 

companies leveraging social media technologies use multiple social media 

technologies in combination with each other...You often see bloggers 

combining RSS, social bookmarking, tagging, & embedded video on a single 

page. Furthermore, many of the technologies can be combined with 

traditional online marketing channels....Search Engine Optimization, Pay Per 

Click, & Display Ads can be used to get the viral process started fast. 

Finally, there are newer location 

based social networks like 

FoursquareTM, GowallaTM, & 

BrightKiteTM that have built in 

cross network features.  The 

integration of these networks 

with TwitterTM & other services 

opens an entire new world of 

potential social media marketing 

strategies & channels. 

Some companies have a 

tendency to "chase the shiny object" with online marketing. Instead, they 

need to recognize the tremendous opportunity that the changing world of 

social media represents & how to approach the specific properties & 

audiences with the proper intent.  

In order for pharma companies to aggressively move ahead with their 

marketing, they need to examine many different social media channels & 

make decisions across the board as to which are the most appropriate.  

At this moment, the opportunities to take advantage & combine these 

powerful new technologies are endless.  

V. Conclusion. 

It's clear that pharma companies that know how to leverage & enter the 

social media dialogue the right way will rapidly gain market share. 

Key Takeaways & Learnings:  

Figure 4.4: Some see the new generation of 

"location based" social networks like 

FoursquareTM as the future of social media. 
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 The social media space is a HUGE opportunity for pharma companies. 

Develop strategies to engage their audiences the right way. 

 Fundamentally, approach social media dialogue as an opportunity to 

provide more relevant information, listen to customers & enhance 

brand value. 

 Focus on combining social media with other marketing channels to 

develop an integrated marketing strategy. 

Is your company going to be one of the future brand leaders or are you 

going to let this massive opportunity slip away? 

 

***************** 

Stop the competition from stealing your market 

share! Have AgentD build your social media 

strategy... 

AgentD is available for marketing consulting. We know that the vast world of 

online marketing can be confusing. So, we make things simple by using the 

technologies that provide the highest ROI for our clients. We create 

customized plans for any industry, including pharma companies, where the 

online opportunities currently look EXTREMELY promising. 

Benefit from a combination of smart testing, feedback, & tenacious 

execution. 

Increase your market share, contact www.agentd.com/contact.  

 

 

http://www.agentd.com/contact

